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This article introduces the theory and approach of structural anthropology and applies it to a problem in American political science. Through this approach, the "bipartisan foreign policy hypothesis" and the "two presidencies hypothesis" are reformulated and reconsidered. Until now participants in the debate over each have only rarely built on, or even cited, the other's research. An additional problem is that the widespread conventional wisdom in support of the two hypotheses is inconsistent with systematic scholarly analyses. This paper demonstrates that the two hypotheses are drawn from the same underlying structure. Each hypothesis and the theoretical model it implies is conceptually and empirically extended to take into account the differences between congressional leaders and members. Then, historical examples and statistical analyses of House roll call data are used to demonstrate that the hypotheses, while sometimes supported for the congressional members, are far more applicable to leadership decision making. Conclusions suggest that conventional wisdom be revised to take these differences into account.
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INTRODUCTION

Structural anthropology is a theory and an approach which has not often been considered or used in political science research. This paper in-
roduces structuralism and applies it to a research problem in American politics. One result is that this should make it easier for others to use the theory and approach in other areas of political science. Structural anthropology, as eloquently explicated by Lévi-Strauss (1963, 1966, 1969) and others, implies several assumptions.

First, all of culture is divided into two categories: surface level or content and deep structure. Social scientists never observe more than the content, but we should, it is argued, always attempt to infer to the structures. The structuralist goal is to discover structures which underlie and determine a variety of surface level cultural phenomena.

Second, all structures take the form of binary oppositions, and all meaning is derived from these contrasts. The symbol “red,” for example, does not mean “stop” without its contrast with the opposing symbol “green,” and its associated concept, “not” (Leach, 1970). Social psychologists, for example, have long identified social groups primarily in relation to each other (Commins and Lockwood, 1979). Political scientists usually refer to power relationships with a vertical metaphor: as in up:down::superordination:subordination::upper class:lower class::“on your way to the top”: “falling by the wayside.”

Structural anthropologists sometimes go further and assume or assert that these binary oppositions are fundamental characteristics of the human mind, but although this assumption may be of academic interest, it is inherently unobservable and usually unnecessary for the analysis of the research problem being considered. Schwartz (1981: 159), for example, distinguishes between three levels of universality in dual classification. The most metaphysical are “formal universals,” which include fundamental assumptions about the binary nature of human thought. In between, are “substantive universals, which are observable but do seem to exist in nature (e.g., hot-cold, left-right, up-down). Finally, there are “sociological universals,” which are “the alignment of certain moral and social states to particular substantive contrasts.” It is useful to add to Schwartz’s hierarchy political universals, which I define as the alignment of certain political phenomena with the more basic substantive or social-psychological contrasts.

Third, Lévi-Strauss argued that it is unnecessary to examine all societies or to compare a variety of time periods to discover fundamental structures. For, just as messages which we receive from different senses can be transformed into each other (e.g., visualizing a story), the past exists only as a structural transformation of the present. Thus, diachronic (overtime) and synchronic (cross-cultural) analyses are two ways of doing the same thing—looking for structure and, by so doing, uncovering important characteristics of human culture.
By using a version of this structural anthropological approach, one which is unencumbered by many of its metaphysical assumptions, this paper identifies and examines two binary oppositions at the level of the political universal. The goal is not to learn about the formal universals of the human brain, but instead to learn about these two political oppositions and their relationships in American politics. Deep structure is of interest when we move from the political universals to the social-psychological and substantive universals in order to assist in understanding and explaining the surface-level relationships of concern to social scientists.

In the sections which follow, two binary oppositions existing in American politics are introduced. Relationships between the two are first explored with conventional assumptions. These assumptions, however, are found to be inconsistent with available scholarly evidence. A better explanation of the relationship between the oppositions is then presented along with supporting data. Finally, after arguing that one structural explanation underlies both oppositions, extensions to other surface-level phenomena are made. It turns out that structural anthropology provides a useful approach which helps uncover relationships between several literatures rarely considered together, but which are in fact inexorably related and beneficially combined. As a result, newly hypothesized relationships among several data sets are derived. The data, in turn, provide the first systematic evidence of several important theoretical relationships.

THE REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRATIC AND FOREIGN POLICY/DOMESTIC POLICY BINARY OPPOSITIONS

The two binary oppositions considered here are the distinctions between the parties and between two categories of public policy. Consider first the oppositions between the Democratic and the Republican parties. Clearly this binary categorization exists in most parts of the American culture: For the average citizen, to be identified with the Democratic party is to generally prefer more liberal positions. To be elected as a Republican is, in general, to take more conservative issue stands.

Republicans and Democrats meet in different national, state, and local conventions to choose a variety of party candidates; they vote for different candidates in different primaries or caucuses and sit on different sides of an aisle in both houses of congress, in all but one of the state legislatures.

Although only U.S. culture is considered, the oppositions introduced below can be extended to other nations using slightly more general terminology.
and in thousands of local (city, county, town, etc.) governments. For example, "Social Identity" is defined by Tajfel (1982: 24) as "that part of the individuals' self-concept which derives from their knowledge of... membership in a social group...together with the value and emotional significance of that membership." For officeholders social identity refers directly to their party identification.

Although the Republican/Democratic distinction is clear enough to give parties separate meanings, the boundary between the two is not well defined. Rates of split-ticket voting, "roll-off," and "drop-off" (Burnham, 1970) are high; the proportion of the electorate identifying with a political party is far from complete; of those who do identify with a political party, variable numbers vote in accord with their party (Crotty and Jacobson, 1980); party identification is volatile, as are aggregate election returns; legislators rarely use their party membership as the sole cue for voting decisions (Claessen, 1973); and even the ideological distinctiveness of aspects of the parties seem to have declined.

In sum, the boundary between the parties is crossed easily and often, and can be considered "loose" [see Leach (1976: 33-36) for a definition of a 'boundary' and Mendel (1984) for examples and definition of the concept as it is used here]. But ever, though the boundary is looser, the party distinction is far from being lost. In the general case, Allen and Wilder (1975) find that even when group beliefs are similar, the minimal process of in and out group categorization is enough to make in group favoritism persist (see also Billig and Tajfel, 1973; Sele et al., 1975). In fact, there is even some counter-intuitive evidence that when groups have similar values, intergroup discrimination is actually heightened—plausibly in order to protect group distinctiveness. So, party boundaries are weakening but do not seem in danger of losing their meaning.

The second binary opposition to be considered here is the distinction between the American "bipartisan" approach to foreign policy and the partisan approach to domestic policies. It is an often stated aspiration to keep politics out of foreign policy, in both congressional deliberations and public discussion. "Politics stops at the water's edge," it is often written (Bliss and Johnson, 1975). This distinction guarantees that even when politics is part of foreign policy decisions, it is usually within the rhetorical constraints of bipartisanship. The boundary between the way citizens and leaders deal with foreign and domestic policies may not be as strong as it once was, but it does exist and is clearly relevant.

There is a large body of social-psychological work which may partially explain the existence of these oppositions in terms of in group/out group distinctions. For example, Stein (1976) finds in a review of empirical literature from several disciplines that inter-group "conflict does increase internal cohesion under certain conditions." Tajfel (1982) finds agreement with this pro-
position from, among others, Freud and early frustration-aggression theorists. Other consequences of in group/out group conflict for which Tajfel cites evidence include the increased "positive evaluation of the ingroup or its products."

For the Democratic/Republican opposition, the most pronounced cognitive and attitudinal distinctions are likely to occur when the parties try to change the status and power of each other (Brown and Ross, 1982). Relevant examples of accentuated party distinctiveness, out group discrimination, and heightened levels of inter-party verbal combat include legislative motions for which the president or other leaders of the parties have their reputation at stake, electoral campaigns in which there is an attack on the very existence of the opposition group, and in debates in which the parties attack fundamental principles on which the opposition makes its case.

A major paradox of these two oppositions is that the same political actors who are pulled apart by the party opposition are pulled together on foreign policy matters. We will see that for party leaders, these cross-pressures are exaggerated. One of the contributions of this paper, therefore, is to suggest a framework for understanding this problem.

**OPPOSITION SIMILARITIES**

Traditionally, these two oppositions have been treated separately or as only partially related, after all, they are _prima facie_ different phenomena. But can they be usefully studied together? Are the two binary oppositions related? And if they are, what form does the relationship take? Guided by structuralism, alternative answers to these questions are now explored.

One conventional and clearly plausible connection is that referred to by Cecil V. Crabb (1957: 198), and mentioned by many others: "The two important factors that normally may be expected to favor the achievement of bipartisan cooperation in foreign affairs are the nonideological nature of American parties and the absence of strict party discipline in congress."

Put differently, when there is less partisanship (i.e., weak boundaries between the parties), bipartisanism in foreign policy is easier to achieve. The hypothesis is that when the definitional, attitudinal, and behavioral boundary between the Republican and the Democratic parties breaks down, the boundary between foreign policy bipartisanism and domestic policy partisan-ship becomes tighter and less permeable; that is, partisan politics would be less likely to cross the boundary and infect foreign policy decision-making. That Professor Crabb refers to the loose party boundary by its "nonideological" nature emphasizes that this cultural code is very different from tightly-bounded codes, such as ideology or religion.
Although this statement of the relationship between the two oppositions is theoretically reasonable, it is not supported by a variety of evidence. Consider three contradictory historical and cross-sectional examples.

First, although there is considerable evidence that American political parties are becoming more permeable, loose, and porous (Crotty and Jacobson, 1980), there is also evidence—or at least widespread expert opinion—that partisan politics are increasingly infecting the foreign policy arena. As evidence, consider Chace (1978) as representative of scholarly, journalistic, and other opinion: "The kind of broad consensus that obtained during the postwar era and which became a shibboleth of American foreign policy may no longer be possible short of war."

Consistent with this is a dramatic increase in suggestions of how to tighten the foreign-bipartisan/domestic-partisan boundary. These proposals include creating ad hoc bipartisan groups in congress to follow important foreign policy issues (Hamilton, 1978), increasing congressional expertise (Rourke, 1977), establishing committees of the president's cabinet and members of congress (Manning, 1977), increasing politically responsible behavior from America's leaders (Bax, 1977), and having the president act in ways which would encourage party leaders in congress to work more closely together on foreign policy issues (Frye and Rogers, 1979). Of course, direct empirical analyses would be better evidence of this point, but none exist.

Therefore, in this historical example, the strength of the boundary in each of the two binary oppositions seemed to vary together—loosely defined boundaries between foreign and domestic politics being more likely when there are loosely defined parties. The initial hypothesis of an inverse relationship, although consistent with conventional wisdom, is not supported in this first example.

As a second example, consider two types of people generally distinguished by socioeconomic levels (with education weighted heavily in the distinction). Most analyses have shown political parties to be more salient to those in the upper SES groups; these groups are more polarized along partisan lines and are more likely to identify with, and be active in, a political party than lower SES groups (Ladd and Lipset, 1971; Ladd with Hadley, 1978).

However, upper SES groups are also more likely to support a bipartisan foreign policy and to prefer bipartisan foreign policies. For example, John Mueller (1973: Ch. 5) identifies a "follower mentality" as characterizing people who, "take as cues for their own opinion [on war in particular and on foreign affairs in general] the issue position of prominent opinion

*There is much research which could usefully establish this relationship. One example might be to content analyze samples of debates on the House and Senate floors on foreign and on domestic policy issues. Levels of conflict could then be compared and assessed.*
leaders," especially the president. Mueller's survey analyses clearly show that higher SES groups have higher proportions of "followers."

It may seem somewhat contradictory that those in upper SES groups are both more partisan and more likely to be "followers," particularly since the particular path on which they are following the leader may not be consistent with their relatively strong partisan predispositions. However, someone with a clear understanding of the differences between the parties is likely to understand when this boundary should be breached, and would therefore be more likely to support such an action under appropriate circumstances.

Thus, in this second example, for those groups in which the Republican/Democratic boundary is tight, the bipartisan foreign policy/partisan domestic policy boundary is also tight. This is additional evidence against the original hypothesis; the oppositions do seem to vary together.

As a final example, consider the differences between members and leaders of the House of Representatives. Since leadership in the House is solely based on the political party distinctions, it is a safe assumption that the Republican/Democratic boundary is tighter for the leaders than the members. The question then concerns the salience of the other oppositions to these two groups; the proposition above indicates that this boundary is tighter for the members, while the two previous examples suggest the reverse. Establishing this latter possibility—that the porousness of the Republican/Democratic boundary varies in the same direction as the foreign/domestic policy boundary—would provide the first systematic evidence of this "bipartisan foreign policy" hypothesis, in this paper or in the literature.

With roll call data from the first session (for comparability) of each of five post-presidential election congresses (1961-1977), this question can be explored. By including those votes on which the president took a public position (see Congressional Quarterly) and using the representative's vote as the unit of analysis, those roll calls in which a larger proportion of representatives voted are weighted more heavily. Although some representatives might avoid controversial ("important") votes, a cursory examination of roll calls indicates that this weighting is generally in accord with conceptual importance.

A potential problem with the analysis is the clustering of observations by representative and by roll call, possibly causing an underestimation of the standard errors. However, because the data set is so large (154,709 voting decisions), all of the standard errors are very small, and a correction is therefore not likely to change this appreciably. Also, since many decisions in congress are concluded long before or entirely without a formal roll call,

*Since this is a pooled cross-sectional design, heteroskedasticity would produce inefficient and biased estimates. An analysis of the residuals, however, indicates no major problems.
there may be a selection bias (see Barnow et al., 1980). Finally, because only the first congressional session of each presidency was used, honeymoon effects (Manheim, 1979) may cause problems. However, because these analyses are not closely related to a possible honeymoon effect, it is unlikely to greatly alter the results. Further analysis of other sessions would nevertheless be very useful. Qualifications aside, these data remain among the best which are available at present to analyze these questions.

In order to facilitate comparison, all equations explain the probability of voting with the president, and all control for the effects of region (north/south), party leadership, "In" (i.e., president's) and "Out" (i.e., opposition) party membership (Republican/Democratic party differences are not very strong in comparison to In/Out party differences), issue area, president, and time period. The consequence of this procedure is to take into account several plausible rival hypotheses about voting with the president. The model is a logistic analysis of tabular data. In party members are expected to support the president more than Out party members. In the case of bipartisan decision-making, the In/Out party split in support of the president is hypothesized to be greater on domestic than on foreign policy decisions.

In order to allow for the possibility that there is more variation within the broad categories of domestic and foreign policy than between them, there are three foreign policy and four domestic policy categories of roll calls. This coding of policy categories is consistent with varied results from separately conducted studies (see Kessel (1974) and Clausen (1973) for similar domestic codings and Hughes (1978) for similar foreign policy codings).

The figures are presented with all years (1961-1977) combined because preliminary analyses indicated that similar relationships generally hold up over time and because of the benefits of saving space and reducing complexity. Figure 1 presents the predicted values of a logistic equation explaining the probability of the party leader voting with the president. Estimated probabilities for the In and Out parties across the seven policy areas appear in the figure. The larger the difference between the In and Out parties for a particular policy area (the vertical distance between the lines in the figure), the stronger are the party boundaries for that policy area.

The first thing to notice about Figure 1 is that, as expected, In party members of the House of Representatives (the top line in the figure) support

---

4Including these statistical controls substantially reduces the possibility that leaders and members who vote with the president do so by coincidence rather than design.

5The formal leadership of each party are the only real leaders in congress. For this analysis, only the highest ranking leader from each party who votes is considered. If the top three leaders do not vote (excluding the Speaker, who by tradition votes only in the case of a tie), the roll call is excluded from the analysis.
the president far more often than Out party members (the lower line). But Figure 1 also indicates that except for defense policy—which could plausibly be explained by Vietnam becoming more of a domestic than a foreign policy issue (which, incidentally, supports the first example, above)—there is a striking difference in leadership support for the president: In foreign policy, the probability of an In party congressional leader supporting the president is about 25 percentage points more than Out party leaders (excluding defense). However, this split in party leadership support for the president is about twice as great in the four domestic policy categories. Thus, among the party leadership, there is a clear difference, a very tight boundary, between politics in foreign policy—which tends to be bipartisan—and politics in domestic policy—which tends to be partisan. This is witnessed by the clear distinction between the left and right sides of the figure.

In a parallel presentation, Figure 2 displays the same data, but for the general membership of the House. The difference between the two figures is dramatic: Among the members there is considerably less distinction (i.e., looser boundaries) between foreign and domestic policy decision-making (i.e., between the left and right sides of the figure). There is, however, still

**Fig. 1.** In and Out party leadership support for the president. Source: Percentages computed from the PMMMI logit model. d.f. = 48, $G^2 = 10607.35$. Note: For all figures, model abbreviations are as follows: Issue or policy area (I), President (P), Party Leader's position (L), and party membership (M).
some relationship. For example, on voting for foreign aid decisions there
is on the average no In and Out party difference in the probability of a
representative voting with the president. In contrast, in the government
management category, In party members are about ten points more likely
to vote with the president than Out party members. But although the dif-
ferences are in the correct direction, the boundaries are nowhere near as tight
as for the party leaders represented in Figure 1.

Thus in this example, as in the previous two, the two binary oppositions
tend to vary together: When the Republican/Democratic boundary is
tight (as for the party leaders), the Foreign-Bipartisan/Domestic-Partisan
boundary is also tight. When there are somewhat weaker party distinctions
(as for House members), there are also looser distinctions between types of
politics (bipartisan or partisan) in different policy areas (foreign or domestic).
It is clear that an alternative explanation is needed.

TWO BINARY OPPOSITIONS—ONE
UNDERLYING STRUCTURE

The initial proposition was that the two codes varied inversely: When
the boundary between one was tight the other should be loose. This

POLICY AREAS

Fig. 2. In and Out party representatives' support for the President. Source: Percent-
ages computed from the PLM. MI logit model. d.f. = 108, $G^2 = 4982.28$; MI com-
ponent: d.f. = 6, $G^2 = 315.17$. 
proposition—although not extensively explored in the literature—was supported by plausible argument and conventional political science wisdom. It appears as commons in scholarly articles and as a "well known fact" in many textbooks. However, empirical evidence from three examples demonstrated that this was probably not the case. Rather, the boundaries between the codes seemed to vary together—when one code was loose, the other code was loose as well. This leaves us with evidence of a relationship but with no explanation.

In order to derive an explanation, it is important to recognize that implicit in the discussion thus far is that each of these binary oppositions is a signal or metaphor for the other. It was implied that the oppositions varied together or apart or that one caused the other. An alternative formulation, and the basis for the explanation to be offered, is that the two oppositions are metonymic; they are contiguous to each other. In other words, one binary opposition is a structural transformation of the other: One fundamental structure underlies both distinctions.

The common structural basis for these two codes is the distinction between "we" and "they" (or, more generally, between "same" and "different;" the former are used because they have more direct relevance to the surface-level relationships of interest). The concept of "we" does not have meaning until the opposing concept of "they" is contrasted and defined. This distinction is recognized in many areas: For example, David Truman's "Wave Theory" of interest group formation is based on this distinction: "Organization begets counterorganization," he writes (Truman, 1956). Implied is that without the original organization, the counterorganization would not have defined itself as a group (as "we") without the first group forming (and identifying themselves as "we" and everyone else as "they").

The same principle can be applied to Middle Eastern politics: Concomitant with the sharp increase in immigration of Jews to Palestine earlier in this century and their self-identification as "we," and others as "they," was the self-definition of the Arabs living in the area as "we," and the Jews as "they" (Safran, 1978); efforts at linguistic distinctiveness also increased during this period (Seckback, 1974). War, for example, could not exist without the we/they opposition.

There are, of course, many political phenomena which do not derive from the we/they distinction, as when political action is based on a sense of community or consensus. In the first presidential elections, for example, political rhetoric emphasized that the political party to whom the speaker belonged best represented, or in fact actually was, the will of the nation. John Anderson's 1976 "National Unity Party," and Reagan's 1984 appeal for a "new patriotism" are more recent examples.

The current Democratic/Republican opposition can be reformulated in this manner as "my party/other party," and the Foreign-Bipartisan/Domestic-Partisan binary opposition can also be viewed as
redefining the we/they distinction. Instead of the division being between parties, it is between the U.S. and the world (or between the U.S. and parts of the world). From this perspective, these two oppositions are really surface-level (or content) manifestations or transformations of the same we/they structural opposition.

Thus far a relationship—the binary oppositions varying together—and an underlying explanation—a structural identity—have been assembled. But although deep structure is of academic and exploratory interest (and remains entirely an inference), it is the political content as presently conceptualized that is more often of interest to political scientists. These findings must therefore be related back to the original substantive problem.* In sum, why is this structural relationship of interest?

The basic observation is that strong and clearly defined political parties lead to the bipartisan operation of foreign policy and the usual partisan operation of domestic policy. The explanation follows directly: With “strong” parties, that is with a strong we/they opposition, there is the possibility of an agreement between the party leaders; the leaders can speak more confidently for their party members and can make compromises with opposition party leaders more easily.* Furthermore, bipartisanism (i.e., interparty agreement) is most likely when the issue defines the we/they opposition as the United States versus other nations; of course, bipartisanism is possible in other issue areas, but it seems likely to be most frequent in foreign policy. Thus, a strong, well-defined Republican/Democratic distinction, leads to clearer boundaries between foreign policy bipartisanism and domestic policy partisanship. Based on systematic evidence, this effectively redefines the bipartisan foreign policy hypothesis.

**STRUCTURAL EXTENSIONS**

There are numerous (surface-level) manifestations of the structural we/they binary opposition. Examples from Truman’s wave theory of interest group formation and from Middle Eastern politics have already been provided. Wide varieties of other applications could be explicated in considerable detail. For a few short examples, consider: Explanations of social group solidarity; arguments for the psychological and sociological necessity of the

---

*Levi-Strauss might have been satisfied here, but for present purpose, I concentrate on using structural anthropology to understand the surface-level phenomena of primary interest to political scientists.

*Or evidence for those circumstances when inter-group competition does not lead to group cohesion. See Tajfel (1982: 16); Rabbie and deBrey (1971); Rabbie and Wilkens (1971); Rabbie and Huygen (1974); Rabbie *et al.* (1974); and Horwitz and Rabbie (1972).
family or its surrogates; understanding ethnocentricity and racism; explora-
tions of the origins of the nation-state; explanations of the development of the
political party; the loyalty for certain products which some advertising creates;
the appeal of sports and loyalty to certain teams (which are not coincidently
to local products and cities); and the tremendous appeal of the Olymp-
pics (one television network titles some events as "The U.S. verses The
World"). The list could be extended. Instead, the approach suggested by this
structuralist method in this paper is limited to examining one political issue
related to the original two binary oppositions.

Another surface level manifestation of the we/they binary opposition
is the institutional rivalry between congress and the presidency in the con-
duct of foreign policy. This binary opposition suggests that in foreign policy
legislators are more likely to cross the opposition boundary to support the
president. In domestic policy, however, the congress/presidency boundary
becomes more salient and support for the president should drop.

Thus far, party, policy, and institutional oppositions on the level of
political universals have been identified. All three seem to be related to the
same social-psychological structure. Crabb (1957: 7) describes some of the
distinctions between these:

While the two problems—relations between the parties and relations between the ex-
necutive and legislative branches—are intimately connected, only confusion can result
from regarding them as identical problems. Harmony may prevail between the two
branches of government concerned with foreign affairs; but this fact alone will not
ensure bipartisanship in the foreign policy realm. (Crabb, 1957: 7)

The question of boundaries between the House and the presidency is
explicitly addressed by Polsby (1968). An institutionalized organization he
argues is, *inter alia*, "relatively well-bounded, that is to say, differentiated
from its environment." An increase in this boundedness or institutionaliza-
tion is clearly observed by a decrease in the turnover of members, increase
in the average length of service, increase in the seniority of successful can-
didates for Speaker, and sharp decline of lateral career movement, in and
out of the House and, in some notable cases, also in and out of the speaker-
ship. Thus, there has been, over time, a clearer we/they distinction between
congress and the presidency.

From the conclusion above that the strength of the boundaries vary
in the same direction, the stronger boundary between congress and its en-
vironment, and thus between congress and the presidency, should lead to an
increased possibility of agreement between the two branches of govern-
ment; this agreement should be most apparent in foreign affairs—where the
we/they opposition is reformulated to provide incentive for congres-
sional/presidential consensus.

It should be noted that the congress/presidency distinction is an institu-
tional opposition, whereas the others are cognitive or social oppositions. The
congress/presidency opposition probably originated on the basis of cognitive oppositions relevant to the founders, but this institutional distinction, once in place, probably encouraged and exaggerated the we/they cognitive opposition. The distinction blurs when considering political parties which, although never a formal part of American government, have been institutionalized since its inception.

Although the congressional/presidential boundary is clearly becoming tighter (Polby, 1968), it is not apparent from the literature whether in foreign affairs this has resulted in the predicted increase in agreement between members of congress and the president. What is often called the two presidencies literature (based on the hypothesis by Wildavsky (1966)) is far from consensus on either the level or the trend of congressional support for the president on foreign versus domestic affairs. In fact, even given the plausible case Wildavsky makes for it, there exists no satisfactory systematic evidence of this hypothesis. (It is interesting that published work in the two presidencies and bipartisan foreign policy literatures rarely cite each other or build on each other’s work. The structuralist approach employed here helps make this connection.)

For example, LeLoup and Shull (1979) update Wildavsky’s analysis and appear to find support for his thesis that congressional support for the president is greater on foreign than on domestic affairs but find that the relationship is not as strong in recent years. The problem with this analysis, and with Wildavsky’s original article, is that their measure of support is no longer being compiled by Congressional Quarterly because of what CQ calls its “dubious quality.” Lee Sigelman (1979) uses a different measure and finds no appreciable difference between foreign and domestic support. For potential problems with the Sigelman study see LeLoup and Shull (1980).

In order to provide a more systematic examination of this question, the data analyzed in Figures 1 and 2 can be examined further. Again data are presented for the members and the party leaders. The hypothesis is that as a consequence of the tight boundaries between congress and the president, both the leaders and members will support the president more on foreign than on domestic affairs roll calls. Furthermore, from the effects of stratification observed above, the relationship should be stronger among the leaders than the followers.

Figure 3 reports predicted values of a logistic equation explaining the probability of the party leader voting with the president for each of the seven policy areas. It suggests that, with defense policy as a possible exception again, leadership decisions on foreign affairs are far more likely to be supportive of the president than are decisions on domestic affairs. The difference is also striking: The probability of a congressional leader of either party voting with the president approaches certainty for foreign affairs but remains a full 25
percentages points lower for domestic policy decisions. Support for the president is somewhat higher in foreign trade than foreign aid, and there is some variation in support among the domestic policies, but, again except for defense, the primary distinction is between foreign and domestic policies.

Thus, among party leaders in the House, the two presidencies thesis is well supported: With foreign policy comes a greater probability of leadership agreement with the incumbent president.

Figure 4 provides a parallel analysis for the general membership of the House. As is apparent, the probability of a representative voting with the president is not substantially different between foreign and domestic affairs. In fact, the weakest support for the president is in a foreign policy area (foreign aid). While this is consistent with the argument that those higher in American's stratification hierarchies tend to support tighter boundaries, it does not support the present argument.

To review: It was initially hypothesized from previous examples that more clearly defined boundaries between "we" and "they" should result in more intra-group cohesion and thus a greater possibility of we/they agreement on important (in this case foreign policy) issues. For executive-legislative relations, this generalization remains accurate for the party leadership but not for the general membership. Therefore, although the party leadership fits nicely into the structural explanation presented thus far, the members can only be considered an exception.

A possible explanation of this exception can be found in a closer examination of historical changes in congress. It has already been observed that congress has steadily become more bounded from the presidency (and
the rest of its environment). This trend can easily be seen as resulting, in part, from greater presidential involvement in the legislative process (Davidson and Oleszek, 1981: 36-9; Wayne, 1978: 8, passim). In other words, as a method of protecting itself from presidential hegemony, congress has set up institutional procedures which emphasize decision-making decentralization. One indication of the probable consequence if congress had become more centralized is the greater support for the president among the formal party leadership: Centralization would give the leaders more influence, which in turn, would probably promote presidential dominance. The current "strategy" of decentralization — one of divide or be conquered — preserves congressional prerogative. Barbara Hinckley (1978: 206) provides several important illustrations of this argument:

The seniority system creates a committee leadership independent of party leaders including the president. Specialization in committees and subcommittees can generate subgovernment imperceptible to presidential influence. Midterm elections counter the effect of presidential coattails from the preceding election, cutting back after two years of a four-year term the first full strength of a president's partisan support.

While the institutions and groups mentioned above become very cohesive in the face of stronger boundaries (e.g., what unites the country better than a good war?), clearer boundaries in the we/they distinction have,
in the congressional example, discouraged intra-group cohesion. Always jealous of its power and position, congress took the logical approach (whether intended or not) of decentralizing and, as a result, reducing presidential influence. That is, “because there are fewer members who can influence large numbers of their colleagues, the number of points at which presidents must attempt to influence the congress is... that much more.” (Davis, 1979). Therefore, the result of stronger boundaries, in this case, is less presidential influence in congress and less institutional agreement.

CONCLUSIONS

In the language of structural anthropology, deep structure, in the form of the we/they binary opposition, seems to have been identified. Several surface-level (i.e., content rather than structural) manifestations have been explored and explained. Reminiscent of Levi-Strauss’ elaborate contingency tables expressing underlying structure in terms of all possible combinations of cultural artifact, this analysis also found that the translation process from structure to surface-level phenomena has not been uniform.

Profound historical changes in, and dynamics of, political parties, congressional-presidential relations, bipartisanship versus partisanship, and policy area effects can all be usefully understood within this framework. More formally, structural analogies between the following have been established: we:they::Republican:Democrat::foreign policy:domestic policy::congress:president. When the boundaries between any of these pairs is strong, the boundary between any other pair is also likely to be strong.

This approach has also helped to connect and relate two literatures—the “two presidencies” and the “bipartisan foreign policy” literatures—with currently few cross-references but with numerous substantive and structural relationships. This paper has demonstrated some of the benefits of considering these two literatures simultaneously.

The approach has also led to theoretical justification of and systematic evidence for both the bipartisan foreign policy and the two presidencies hypotheses. An analysis of more than one hundred and fifty thousand voting decisions from five presidential terms sometimes supports both hypotheses, but the relationship is substantially stronger among the leaders than among the members of the U.S. House of Representatives. Thus, conventional wisdom—which may be based more on this highly visible group—is more plausible when separate hypotheses are applied to congressional leaders and members.

The analysis has also helped to clarify the unique position of the party leadership in congress—cross-pressured at the intersection of two structural
oppositions. The congress/presidency opposition encourages the leaders to side with congress and against the president. It suggests that the leaders resist presidential attempts at persuasion and protect congressional prerogative. However, the Republican/Democratic opposition pushes these leaders in a different direction. For in decentralized organizations such as the U.S. congress, information is power; so, to acquire information and perhaps a presidential endorsement of favored policy objectives, the leaders have incentives to associate with the president. This association gives the leaders more of a presidential perspective than other members—which results in far greater support for the president by the leaders than by the general membership. Being a leader in the U.S. House, then, has consequences for cognition that being a member does not have. The result for the party leadership is a difficult position and an ambiguous role.
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